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DIR CIETE MEXI 2818

RYBAT

REFS
A DIR 92740
B HMM-4552
C HMM-3560

1. AGREE WITH REF A.

2. AT LONG LUNCHEON MEETING, READILY AGREED TEST FOR WEEKEND 20-21 MARCH. THIS BROACHED AS ROUTINE FOLLOW-UP TO PREVIOUS LCFLUTTERS, BUT CLAIMED HE NEVER HAD ANY PREVIOUS LCFLUTTER. STATION INSISTED HE MUST HAVE, ON BASIS REFS B AND C EXCHANGE ON SUBJECT, BUT HE INSISTED OTHERWISE. THEREFORE, BELIEVE HQS. RECORDS ON LCFLUTTER FOR HIM SHOULD BE CHECKED AGAIN ON THIS POINT.

3. USING DISCLAIMER OF EVER HAVING TAKEN TEST, WHAT HE COULD EXPECT TO HAVE COVERED WAS EXPLAINED IN GENERAL TERMS TO HIM. SECURITY AND COMMUNIST FRIENDSHIPS OR ACQUAINTANCES WERE SPECIFICALLY NOTED. ALSO, ASA ZATZ WAS BROUGHT UP AS EXAMPLE
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TYPE OF COMMUNIST RELATIONSHIP WHICH WOULD BE COVERED IN LRFUTTER.

ONLY SAID HE FIRST MET ZATZ WHEN HE LIVED NEXT DOOR
TO ZATZ HERE IN MEXI IN AN EARLIER PERIOD WHEN
REYN WAS
HERE TRYING TO DO SOME SERIOUS WRITING. ALSO, BROUGHT UP
PREVIOUS ELECTION TRIPS TO CUBA, GUATEMALA, AND OTHER PLACES
TO SEE IF ZATZ AND GUATEMALA WOULD RING BELL TOGETHER. THEY DID NOT.
STATION DID NOT WISH TO GET TOO SPECIFIC AND COME RIGHT OUT AND TIE
TWO TOGETHER IN ANY KIND OF QUESTION SINCE
IS TOO LIGHT
AND QUICK TO PLAY WITH IN THAT MANNER. IF HQS. DESIRES TO GET
PRE-LRFUTTER INDICATION OF WHAT HIS ANSWER TO ZATZ MESSAGE ANGLE
WOULD BE, STATION BELIEVES BEST WAY TO DO IT WOULD BE TO COME RIGHT
OUT AND SAY THAT UNDERSTAND, FROM SUBSEQUENT MESSAGE FROM HQS,
OUTLINING SOME OF MAIN POINTS TO BE COVERED (MOST OF WHICH ROUTINE)
THERE IS DISTURBING POINT OF REPORT FROM GUAT THAT TICBORN HAD
BEEN CONTACT WITH SOME OF ZATZ’ FRIENDS THERE ON 1961 TRIP AND STATION
COULD NOT FIND ANYWHERE IN FILES WHERE THAT HAD BEEN REPORTED.

4. STATION WOULD APPRECIATE DEFINITE DATE FOR TEST SO CAN
MAKE ARRANGEMENTS AS WELL AS INDICATION OR WHETHER OR NOT IT WOULD
BE DESIRED FOR STATION TO CHASE ZATZ MATTER IN OPEN THROUGH PARA
OR SIMILAR MEANS.
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